Forensic DNA Media Commentary
Mehul B. Anjaria
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif., Jan. 27, 2016 /PRNewswire-iReach/ -- Renowned forensic DNA
expert, Mehul B. Anjaria, has provided expert commentary on-camera for television, and for a variety
of media outlets. He believes that meaningful media analysis of the complexity of forensic DNA
interpretation in serious criminal cases requires specific expertise. Mr. Anjaria noted, "Media
commentary on forensic DNA issues is typically provided by allied professionals such as attorneys
and criminologists. There are serious limitations to DNA that the appropriate expert is in a better
position to explain. The recent media debate regarding evidence in Netfilx's Making a
Murderer illustrates this point."
Mr. Anjaria excels at detailing the science of DNA testing in a down-to-earth manner and has gained
an appreciation of all sides of the dynamics of DNA evidence in the courtroom. After working as a
criminalist in law enforcement crime laboratories, Mr. Anjaria co-founded a private forensic DNA
laboratory from the ground up where he first began working on behalf of defense attorneys and pro
per inmates (acting as their own attorney).
Mr. Anjaria said, "Science is science and must be conducted with the highest standards. However,
what is equally important is the translation of that science into the courtroom."
He currently runs his Beverly Hills-based MBA DNA Consulting, LLC which directs attorneys and pro
per inmates dealing with complicated DNA evidence in high stakes criminal and civil cases. Mr.
Anjaria reviews the work of DNA laboratories, collects evidence, testifies as an expert witness, and
prepares courtroom strategy for the presentation and rebuttal of DNA evidence. His consulting work
is not confined to a laboratory as his cases take him to attorney offices, courtrooms, police evidence
lockups, and even jails for face-to-face meetings with inmates.
Anjaria noted, "One of the most impactful moments of my training as a law enforcement criminalist
was when our Captain took us on a tour of the jail. It drove home the point that the work of a crime
lab has a direct and serious effect on the lives of real people."
Requests for media commentary from Mr. Anjaria can be made via e-mail
(m.anjaria@mbadnaconsulting.com) or phone (310) 801-1848. More information on Mr. Anjaria and
his career along with videos of this television appearances can be found at mbadnaconsulting.com
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